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Photo: acanthuspress.comBeloved in its impeccably researched and beautifully designed architectural history books, Acanthus Press recently introduced a couple of new titles regarding the development of American residential and landscape design. Gardens beautiful America tracks the evolution of
landscape aesthetics in this country during the formative period from 1895 to 1935. Enlivened by over 400 breathtakingly restored original photographs by Frances Benjamin Johnston, this elegant, unsized tome gives a special insight into the grand aesthetics of a byte-era planted environment. American



Splendor: Residential architecture horace Trumbauer takes a long and well worthwhile look at a home built by Horace Trumbauer, the architect of many grand mansions across the country, from Newport to Colorado Springs. The finest of his designs are knowledgeably presented here in this luxurious
coffee table book, on sale now. Visit Acanthus Press for more information on one of the titles. For more on landscape and architectural history, consider: 10 ways to bring Historic Style Home Bob Vila's Guide to Historic House Styles Touring Victorian opulence olana (VIDEO) This site is not available in
your country September 19, 2017 5 mins read opinions by entrepreneurs of their own. Crowdfunding is a multibillion dollar global industry that continues to disrupt the traditional world of corporate finance, as well as change the way products go to market. Companies new and old, small and large, are now
incorporating both rewards for crowdfunding and capital crowdfunding. Capital raising guides have changed. Interest in the effective use of crowdfunding and equity crowdfunding is reaching new heights every day. Where is the good information? It's no surprise that a lot of good information is already out
there about how crowdfunding works. Unfortunately, though, bad information is also rampant on the Internet. In my JOBS Act law practice, I field issues every day as someone who quarterbacks capital crowdfunding campaign companies by raising millions of dollars in new capital. These issues clearly
show that most people still don't really understand how crowdfunding works, or what it takes to raise capital successfully through these amazing tools. It is clear that more education is desperately needed. Related: The basics of CrowdfundingI try to do their part Entrepreneur.com and media appearances.
But I've found that there are some other ways to help yourself and learn nuts and bolts from crowdfunding:1. Take a look at successful crowdfunding campaigns. Take a while to explore and see how the crowdfunding campaign worked well. Imitation is a heartfelt form of flattery. It looks like a
crowdfunding website to go like Pebble Time and Coolest Cooler that both raised millions of dollars with rewards for crowdfunding campaigns. Watch Video. Look at their perks. Learn from your success. See the most common threads that are being taken to successfully reward crowdfunding campaigns:
excellent video, simple and easy-to-understand text on the campaign or offer page, clear call to action, and great rewards.2. Look at the failed crowdfunding campaigns and see what went wrong. Kickstarter, Indiegogo and other crowdfunding platforms are filled with setbacks you can learn from. Does that
make a bad video? Didn't they explain their campaign well? Do they have bad rewards or perks? Look for these companies online and do social media and see what they did to market their campaign. In most cases, you will see that they are not tradable at all, the biggest mistake that a crowdfunding
campaign can make. Do some research and don't make the same mistakes.3. Learn from marketing experts. Crowdfunding is all about marketing. Word outing, traffic traffic, and messaging are the keys to each successful crowdfunding campaign. If you know how to sell your business or your product, you
know how to run a traffic crowdfunding campaign. If you are a marketing beginner, read the book marketing guru and watch it in online videos. Learn from people like Gary Vaynerchuk and Seth Godin who have a large amount of great material available online. Read, learn, and implement! A
crowdfunding campaign with poor marketing will be a failed crowdfunding campaign. Related: 10 Top Crowdfunding Websites for Entrepreneurs4. Attend a crowdfunding conference. To take a deep dive and learn about both prizes and equity crowdfunding, one of the best methods is to attend a
crowdfunding conference. One such event is the Global Crowdfunding Convention in Las Vegas run by crowdfunding pioneer and top expert Ruth Hedges. Hedges, whose roots in the crowdfunding industry are an example of her invitation to the White House for its Crowdfunding Champions of Change
event when the JOBS Act was passed. Hedges puts on a multi-day event that covers all aspects of the crowdfunding world. To illustrate how far crowdfunding has come in time, this year's Global Crowdfunding Convention, held at Planet Hollywood on October 23-24, 2017, is sponsored by Microsoft.5.
Learn how to create a compelling video. Great crowdfunding video improves your chances of success. Horrible video practically guarantees failure. In addition to watching videos from successful campaigns and what they did right, learn a little about video production yourself. There are tons of YouTube
videos about simple video creation – things like basic lighting and decent audio – that make a huge difference to what your crowdfunding video ultimately looks like and sounds like. Learn how to tell story with passion, explain your campaign, and most importantly how to ask for either a donation or a
contribution. Ask is incredibly important crowdfunding campaign and one all too often missing, especially from failed campaigns. Related: Six Tips for Successfully Marketing Your CrowdfundingSo, crowdfunding fans, with these tips you can read, research and learn on your own, or so the spoon feeds you
in Vegas while you eat at a ridiculously huge buffet. Also try to get tickets to the latest Cirque Du Soleil show. Either way, education on how to prepare, launch and conduct a crowdfunding campaign is the key to all the success in this amazing new world of raising capital online. Go to main contentHome
Topics Storage &amp;amp; OrganizationKaks store is jar or can assorted nuts, bolts and screws. Instead of spreading them to your workside, try pouring them into a plastic flying disc (Frisbee). Each store has a jar or a hand from assorted nuts, bolts and screws. Instead of spreading them to your
workside, try pouring them into a plastic flying disc (Frisbee). You can rummage through the fasteners without bringing a drop to the floor. When you are finished, bend the disc in half and pour everything back into the container. Tips for releasing nuts, screws and screws originally published: June 27,
2018 Do it right, do it yourself! Move on to the main contentHome House &amp; Components Rooms Workshop Family Handyman Are you stuck nuts, bolts or bolts around the house that are driving you crazy? Check out these great tips on how to finally (and easily!) unleash these stubborn stuck mounts.
With DIY Experts in Family Handyman MagazineYou might as well like: TBDHeat to rescueUse heat firstHeat, oil and tapping will unstick most nuts and bolts of metal. Apply just enough heat to cause the entire screw to expand — about a minute for a medium screw. Then use oil and hammer to
releaseKads screw is cool enough to touch, jet penetrates oil (it comes spray can or squirt bottle) and around it and into the nut if it is available. Be careful that stuff is flammable. Tap the end of the screw half a dozen times with a hammer to help release the threads and allow the oil to penetrate. Wait
another minute or so for the oil to work, and then use your wrench. Adjustable wrench techniqueUse an adjustable wrench properly Spanner is not the perfect tool to release stuck fasteners, as it can be cuffed over the head, making matters worse. But if an adjustable wrench is your only option, here's
your best shot to keep the wrench or bolts on the shoulders of the head and one grip on all the bolts: Slide on the wrench all the way, so there's full contact on the back of the jaws. Then tighten the spanner thumb so that the jaws do not play at all. Always turn the wrenches against the lower jaw, never
away from it. Use cheater bar (and right socket) Use a short tube to get a leverBe cheater by slipping short length tubes cheater cheater handle of the instrument. The extra length gives you much better leverage. Be careful though, to use so much force that you break the tool (canceling the instrument
warranty) or break your head off the stick screw. And remember to wear eye protection. Six point sockets get better gripYou'll find that the six-point sockets get better grip on hex nuts and bolts than the 12-point sockets that are designed to fit both hex and square mounts. Mangled slot (solution 1) File
edges and use adjustable wrench If the slot roundhead screw or screw is chewed up behind the hope of grabbing it with a screwdriver, file two flat edges on it. Then turn your head with an adjustable spanner. Mangled slot (solution 2) Cut a new slot with a sawUse a saw to cut a new broom at right angles
to the old one. For large screws, put two blades in your hacksaw, next to each other, and cut a wider slot so you can use a large screwdriver. It's also a great way to get the grip on the entrap of the carriage bolt head, which has no broom or housing. Off with the headSie at the fastening head, when all the
others failWhen there's no other solution when the heat, penetrating oil and wrenches all don't-cut off screw heads or nuts with a saw, there's other solutions or cold chisel. Some smaller fasteners, especially rivets and flathead bolts, may be easier to drill than cut. Get gripUse locking pliers to handle the
fasteningCob the screw head has become so rounded that the wrench will not get a bite, use locking pliers. Get a tight grip: You may only have two or three options before your head gets so rounded that even it won't work. Use penetrating oil, heat and tapping if it slips after your first attempt. Sticking
screwKart with a spanner and screwdriverA wrench on the screwdriver blade will help you beat this big screw that does not budge. First select the largest screwdriver that will be suitable, and tap the barrel screwdriver handle with a hammer to release the thread link. Bend your weight on the screwdriver
to keep it in the slot as you turn it on with a spanner. Careful – too much torque bending the end of the screwdriver. Divide the nutUse the nut splitteron the nut splitter, also called nut cracker, will crack any without turning the nut without damaging the threaded screw or the cane that it is screwed on. Just
slip the ring over the nut and turn the toothnut until it breaks. Find nut cracked at home centers or through our affiliation with amazon.com. Cost: $15.A screw extractorUse a screw extractor to grab itA screw extractor could save your day. It will grab just about any threaded fasteners and remove it, even if
the head is Off. It usually comes with a hardened drill a little drill hole in the center of your stubborn bolt or bolt. Then you turn the extractor counterclockwise into the hole. Because of its conical shape and left thread, the extractor will cooked in the hole and then begin to turn out to screw. Cost: $6 at
hardware stores and home centers. Impact driverSmt the impact driverSpies impact driver is operating with a blade or Phillips head screwdriver or socket head. Striking the tool does three things at once: blow-aishing threaded ties; the downward force holds the instrument slot; and the head of the
instrument becomes 20 degrees in the direction of relaxation. Make sure the screw slot is clean and free from debris. Find the impact manager of the home centers or through our amazon.com for $25. 25 dollars.
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